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Abstract
Central Auckland has one of New Zealand’s 
longest rainfall records, dating back to 
1853. However, using it for hydrological 
applications, such as drought return period 
analysis, has been problematic because it is 
a multi-site composite record and because 
metadata are incomplete. Building on recent 
work, which has refined the locations and 
exposure histories of each site (Fowler, 2021), 
a homogeneity analysis of monthly data 
is undertaken. Consistent with theoretical 
expectations related to exposure impacts on 
rain gauge under-catch, significant upwards 
adjustment of all three early sites (Albert 
Barracks, Auckland Domain and Princes 
Street Museum) is required to bring their 
respective annual means into agreement with 
the later Albert Park record. No significant 
homogeneity issues were found related to 
disturbance of the Albert Park site during the 
1940s, and issues with rainfall data collected 
after 1994 can be adequately resolved by 
selective splicing of conjointly collected 
manual and automatic rain gauge records. 
No evidence was found of homogeneity 
issues related to the change from daily 
manual to automatic rain gauges, probably 
because a volumetric check gauge has been 
used to adjust the automatic data. The final 
quasi-homogenised rainfall series suggests 
that Auckland’s rainfall has declined by about 
6% since the mid-1970s and that the 2020 
drought may be the most significant on record 

for durations of about six months. However, 
for a duration of 24 months (relevant for the 
reticulated urban water supply system) the 
return period is probably less than 25 years, 
with the caveat that this is based on data 
available to the end of August 2020 and the 
drought had not ended by that date.
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Introduction
A common approach to urban water resource 
planning is to incrementally invest in water 
infrastructure in order to keep water supply 
ahead of an accepted risk of supply failure. 
The latter is often expressed in terms of 
the design drought return period, which is 
normally derived from statistical analysis of 
long rainfall records. Long time series are 
desirable in order to capture variability caused 
by drivers of regional hydro-climatology, such 
as El Niño and La Niña events in the case of 
Auckland (Fowler and Adams, 2004).

Auckland has a continuous record of 
monthly rainfall dating back to January 1853, 
so capturing multi-decadal climate variability 
is feasible. However, it is complicated by the 
fact that the record is a multi-site composite 
and because site characteristics changed over 
their respective operational periods. Fowler 
(2021) notes that the first known recording 
site was in Albert Barracks, close to the edge 
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of an exposed bluff overlooking the city 
centre. Two subsequent shifts were to even 
more exposed sites: first to a higher altitude 
ridge in Auckland Domain, then to the 
rooftop of the old Princes Street Museum. 
The final shift to Albert Park in 1909 was 
into a recently constructed garden park. The 
meteorological observatory was initially quite 
exposed there, but gradually became less so 
as the park matured around it. The record is 
further complicated by observer changes and 
a late 20th century shift from a manual to an 
automatic rain gauge.

Exposure is a critical factor in the 
construction of long rainfall time series 
suitable for return period analysis. Seminal 
experimental work in the second half of 
the 19th century identified that rain gauges 
systematically under-measure true rainfall, 
that rainfall under-measurement increases 
with wind speed, and that rooftops are very 
poor locations for rain gauges (Mill, 1901). 
More recent work has confirmed these early 
findings and has explained the underlying 
physical processes (e.g., Rodda and Smith, 
1986; Sieck et al., 2007; Rodda and Dixon, 
2012; Muchan and Dixon, 2019). The key 
point is that exposure affects wind speed 
and turbulence over the rain gauge rim, 
which in turn influences the degree of rain 
gauge under-catch (Fig. 1). It follows that 
meaningful concatenation of rainfall records 
requires homogeneity analysis to account for 
the exposure implications of site changes and 
site evolution.

Homogeneity analysis involves identifying 
and removing non-climatic artefacts from the 
data record. In the case of rainfall observations, 
removal typically entails quantifying how a 
change in exposure affected recorded rainfall, 
then adjusting the relevant part of the series 
to account for it. For example, if we know the 
rain gauge was installed on a roof, we a priori 
anticipate under-measurement and, if we find 
it, can reasonably assume that the rooftop 

exposure was a likely reason. This metadata-
driven homogeneity analysis relies on site 
histories providing the relevant information. 
Fowler (2021) provides the exposure-related 
site histories for Auckland used here.

The aim of this study is to produce a 
homogenised monthly rainfall data set 
for central Auckland to inform urban 
water resource planning. The focus is on 
constructing the data set, but the paper 
concludes by illustrating how critical such 
work is to meaningful return period analysis, 
using the 2020 drought as context.

Site histories and rainfall data
Locations of the four sites comprising the 
central Auckland monthly rainfall data set 
are shown in Figure 2, along with other sites 
referred to in the text. Table 1 summarises 
the exposure histories of the four central 
Auckland sites. Adjustments hypothesised 
by Fowler (2021) to correct exposure-related 
inhomogeneities are shown in Figure 3.

Monthly rainfall data for most sites were 
obtained from the National Climate Database 
(NIWA, 2021), ‘CliFlo’ hereafter. CliFlo only 
includes Albert Park data up to the closure 
of the official New Zealand Meteorological 
Service (NZMS) site on 1 March 1994 
and subsumes the three earlier sites (Albert 
Barracks, Auckland Domain, Princes Street 
Museum) under the same name. The four 
respective data sets are split out here. Two 
missing months (March and August 1990) 
were infilled using weighted means of four 
months either side from Albany, Ardmore, 
Cockle Bay, Mangere, and Owairaka rainfall 
data.1

Albert Park data from March 1994 onwards 
were obtained from Auckland Council. Two 
data sets were obtained: one a continuation 
of the NZMS daily manual rain gauge data 
and the other derived from automatic rain 
gauges. There are significant issues with these 
data, including poor metadata for part of the 
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1  First, mean monthly rainfall was calculated for the eight months straddling each missing Albert Park month. This was done 
individually for Albert Park and collectively for the five infill sites. Next, the Albert Park to five-site ratio was calculated from 
the two means. Finally, the missing Albert Park month was estimated by multiplying the five-site mean rainfall for the missing 
month by the ratio. Using the ratio in this way adjusts for any collective bias in infill site rainfall relative to Albert Park – so the 
infill estimate is a weighted mean.

2  The Wapiti Ave rainfall data set is one of those remarkable rainfall data sets compiled by a dedicated observer – Ray Turner, a 
retired Auckland water engineer. The rain gauge and exposure are non-standard (Nylex gauge at the top of a rotary clothesline 
in a suburban garden) but relatively stable.

Figure 1 – Impact of wind speed (at 2 m) on rainfall under-measurement. Reduction in 
catch (%) is the under-recording of rainfall by a standard UK rain gauge, installed with its 
rim at 305 mm (1 foot), compared to a similar gauge in a splash-grid and with its rim at 
ground level. Data are UK results reported by Rodda and Smith (1986; their Table 1). The 
regression line is forced through zero intercept.

record, but a useable composite record can be 
derived. Data are complete to the present.

Institutional rainfall recording sites 
(Auckland Council, NZMS, NIWA) are 
now almost fully automatic – a transition 
that introduces an additional homogeneity 
issue, because automatic gauges tend to 
systematically record less rainfall (Sieck et al., 
2007; World Meteorological Organization, 
2017). Resolving this under measurement 
is problematic when essentially the entire 
network is undergoing the same transition, 
but long-term, non-official manual recording 
sites can be useful in this context. To this 

end, a 45-year rainfall record for Wapiti Ave, 
4.3 km SSE of Albert Park, was obtained 
from the observer, Ray Turner.2

Methods
The metadata-driven homogeneity analysis 
undertaken here is in two distinct phases. 
Prior to 1905, the only available rainfall 
data for Auckland come from the Barracks, 
Domain, and Museum sites. For this period, 
the focus is on investigating the rainfall 
time series to see if there are any internal 
inconsistencies that correspond to known 
events (e.g. a site shift) and if any identified 
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Figure 2 – Rain gauge sites referred to in the text. The inset shows locations of the four central sites 
from Fowler (2021): Albert Barracks (B), Auckland Domain (D), Princes Street Museum (M), 
Albert Park (P). Other locations are from CliFlo, except ‘Wapiti Ave’. Images from Google Earth.

Figure 3 – Hypothesised adjustments required to correct inhomogeneities in the central 
Auckland rainfall record. The upper-case letters of labels in the body of the graph 
represent the four sites (Barracks, Domain, Museum, Park). Lower-case letters denote 
adjustment segments (see Table 1 for details). Source: Fowler (2021).

inhomogeneities are associated with exposure 
changes. Mass analysis is the key tool used for 
this phase. From 1905, analytical methods 
expand. Multi-site visualisation of time 
series (including ratios) and double-mass 
analysis enables homogeneity issues to be 

isolated from potentially obscuring changes, 
and regression analysis is used to explore the 
stability of inter-site relationships. Mass and 
double-mass analyses (Dunne and Leopold, 
1978) are outlined below.
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Table 1 – Summary of exposure histories of the four sites comprising the central Auckland rainfall 
series. Site code upper-case characters refer to the four sites (Albert Barracks, Auckland Domain, 
Princes Street Museum, Albert Park) and lower-case characters to segments therein.  
Source: Fowler (2021).

Site 
code

Dates  
(year/month)

Exposure details

Ba 1853/01–
1854/02

Possible lower elevation site than Bb. It would have been outside the 
barracks if the elevation is correct. Perhaps less exposed than Bb.

Bb 1854/03–
1868/08

Exposed location near the crest of a north-facing bluff overlooking the 
city centre, but with some shelter provided by buildings and the barracks 
wall in an arc from south-west through north. Exposure appears to have 
been stable. The site was probably within 65 m of the extant Albert Park 
instrument enclosure (Pa–Pe).

Da 1868/09–
1883/03

1.6 km south-east of Albert Barracks and Albert Park. On or near 
the crest of a higher elevation, bare north–south ridge, exposed in all 
directions. The immediate surrounds are uncertain (i.e., there may have 
been neighbouring structures, which would have affected exposure). 
Otherwise, stable exposure.

Ma 1883/04–
1885/03

0.4 km north-east of Albert Barracks and Albert Park. On the roof of 
the two-storey Princes Street Museum. The building was on the crest of 
a north–south ridge with steep slopes to east and west, making this site 
highly exposed.

Mb 1885/04–
1892/05

Similar to Ma, but likely more exposed because St Paul’s church had been 
demolished, creating a very steep north-facing bluff 50 m to the north. 
This is likely the most exposed section of the Museum record.

Mc 1892/06–
1909/08

Similar to Mb, but construction of the first half of the museum annex 
immediately to the south would probably have reduced exposure of the 
rain gauge to prevailing southwesterly winds.

Pa 1909/09–
1941/12

About 60 m from the edge of a west-through-north exposed bluff. Set 
within an immature garden park, but with some shelter provided by the 
enclosure structure and by mature trees 50–80 m to the southwest. Albert 
Park matured around the site over this period, which gradually reduced 
exposure and wind speed at the rain gauge, especially after trees grew 
enough to shelter the initially exposed north-east.

Pb 1942/01–
1946/12

A period of site disturbance. Much of Albert Park was overgrown, air-raid 
slit trenches were constructed up to the edge of the enclosure, and a water 
reservoir was installed next to it. Removal of adjacent small trees towards 
the end of this period would have countered the continuing reduction in 
exposure as the park continued to mature.

Pc 1947/01–
1974/12

The impact of the park maturing had probably largely stabilised by the 
second half of the 20th century, so further reductions in exposure were 
probably relatively minor, and the site was not yet crowded by trees to the 
north through east. This is a useful reference period, although the end 
date is arbitrary.

Pd 1975/01–
1994/02 Increasing crowding of the site by trees to the north through east.

Pe 1994/03–
present

Similar to Pd but complicated by changes in observing authorities (and 
associated rainfall collection protocols) and the transition from manual to 
automatic rain gauges.
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Figure 4a shows a mass analysis across 
the entire raw data set. The black line is 
cumulative rainfall and the vertical bars show 
site and administration change points. Breaks 
in slope at these change points would signal 
potential inhomogeneities. This is visually 
highlighted by fitting a linear regression line 
to the series, or to some useful subset – here, 
the Albert Park part of the NZMS record 
(September 1909 to February 1994). Plotting 
the regression residuals (Fig. 4b) emphasises 
differences and also the amplitude of 
decadal-scale variability. Periods of negative/
positive slope in the residuals indicate 
that rainfall accumulation is lower/higher 
than is indicated by the regression line in  
Figure 4a, with steeper slopes indicating 
larger differences.

The slope of the linear regression of 
cumulative rainfall against year approximates 
the annual mean and can be used to estimate 
preliminary homogeneity adjustments for the 

three early sites. This is done by adjusting 
their respective means to the mean of the 
1909–1994 segment, bearing in mind that 
the latter may itself be internally adjusted. 
Final adjustments use true means over slightly 
shorter sections (to avoid seasonal bias). 
Although unavoidable when no other rain 
gauge records are available for comparison, 
this forcing of means to agree results in the 
homogenisation process being necessarily 
incomplete because secular change cannot 
be accounted for (Peterson et al., 1998). 
The decadal-scale variability over the 1909–
1994 reference period is used to provide an 
estimate of error, but any centennial-scale 
change is lost.

The potential for error associated with 
secular change, mentioned above, is largely 
removed once other rainfall sites are available. 
Figure 5a shows running 12-month rainfall 
totals for two rain gauges (Onehunga,  
Mt Eden) that both have data covering the 

Figure 4 – Mass curve and regression residuals analysis (raw data). a) Cumulative rainfall for 
the four sites making up the central Auckland rainfall record. Vertical bars mark site-change 
events, including late 20th century changes in recording authorities. The linear regression 
line (dotted) is for the NZMS record (Sept. 1909 to Feb. 1994), extrapolated through the 
full range. b) Regression residuals. Marked points show selected extreme residuals in the 
regression period. ACC: Auckland City Council. AC: Auckland Council.
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Figure 5 – Running 12-month rainfall sums, double-mass curve, and regression residuals for  
Mt Eden and Onehunga: a) Running 12-month rainfall sums; b) Cumulative sums (solid) with 
linear regression line (dotted); c) Regression residuals.

1909 Albert Park site change. Because both 
sites are similarly affected by any secular 
change, the double-mass plot (Fig. 5b) and 
the associated residuals analysis (Fig. 5c) 

unequivocally target homogeneity issues, 
although which site is errant cannot be 
determined. 
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Results
Albert Barracks  
( January 1853 to August 1868)
Figure 6 shows the mass curve and full-range 
residuals analysis for Albert Barracks. The 
two marked known events are a possible early 
site shift and the transfer of responsibility 
from the engineers to medical staff. The 
slope of the regression line in Figure 6a is 
1136 mm/y, 123 mm/y less than Albert Park 
(1909–1994). There are no notable internal 
discrepancies, so treating the Albert Barracks 
data as a single block seems reasonable. 
Bringing the overall mean into agreement 
with Albert Park (1909–1994) gives a 
preliminary homogeneity adjustment of 
+11%, consistent with the ‘Bb’ estimate in 
Figure 3.

Auckland Domain  
(September 1868 to March 1883)
There are no known internal events for the 
Auckland Domain record and the mass curve 

and full-range residuals analysis (Fig. 7) reveals 
no issues. Although a short record, it appears 
to be internally consistent. Estimated mean 
annual rainfall (1074 mm/y) is about 6% 
less than Albert Barracks, which is consistent  
with the Domain being a more exposed 
site (Table 1). A preliminary homogeneity 
adjustment of +17% is required to bring the 
site into line with Albert Park (1909–1994), 
slightly higher than hypothesised by Fowler 
(2021) (‘Da’ in Fig. 3).

Princes Street Museum  
(April 1883 to August 1909)
When the central Auckland rainfall recording 
site moved to the roof of the Princes Street 
Museum it was to a highly exposed site 
(Table 1) and hypothesised rainfall under-
measurement is at its most extreme (Fig. 3). 
This is confirmed by the 1044 mm/y slope of 
the mass curve (Fig. 8), which indicates mean 
annual rainfall 3% less than the Domain and 
17% less than Albert Park (1909–1994).

Figure 6 – Albert Barracks mass curve and regression residuals (raw data). Piecewise regression 
slopes are for analyses over the truncated dates listed (regression lines not shown for clarity). 
Dates are in the form year/month.
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Figure 7 – Auckland Domain mass curve and regression residuals (raw data).

Figure 8 – Princes Street Museum mass curve and regression residuals (raw data).

Although the immediate rooftop 
environment around the Museum rain 
gauge may have been stable, there were 
several notable changes to the adjacent 
built environment, some of which are 
associated with breaks in slope of the mass 

and residuals plots (Fig. 8). There is a hint 
of a small reduction in recorded rainfall 
after St Paul’s church was demolished in 
1885 (consistent with increased exposure), 
but the pre-demolition record is too short 
for any confidence. A break in slope near 
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the time the first half of the annex was built 
in 1892 suggests an increase in recorded 
rainfall of about 20%, although most of 
this increase is reversed after the south-east 
extension was added in 1897 (see piecewise 
regression line slopes in Panel a). The first 
section of the annex is that closest to the 
road and observatory and is in the direction 
of prevailing southwesterly winds. It seems 
likely that construction reduced the exposure 
of the downwind rain gauge and increased 
rainfall catch post-construction is consistent 
with this change. It is plausible that the south-
east extension reversed the exposure change 
to some extent. There is no clear immediate 
impact of the north-east annex extension and 
the break in slope about a year later is clearly 
a consequence of increased wetness rather 
than an inhomogeneity issue. We know this 
because, for the first time, we have two other 
rainfall records (Mt Eden, Onehunga), both 
of which show a notable wet period from 
1907 to 1909 (Fig. 9).

Three options were considered for 
adjusting the Museum record. The first, most 
conservative, option is to treat the record in 
the same way as the Barracks and Domain 
sites and make no internal adjustments. The 
second option is to split the record at the 1892 
construction of the first half of the annex. 
This would accommodate the change most 
closely coupled to theoretical expectations 
and the largest apparent impact on recorded 
rainfall. The third option is a three-way 
split (breaks in 1892 and 1897). This 
would accommodate what appears to be the 
internally coherent behaviour of the middle 
section of the record. No option involves 
adjustments related to the demolition of St 
Paul’s or the construction of the north-east 
annex extension because these tail-end parts 
of the record are very short and any impact 
is either minor or unlikely to be related to 
homogeneity issues. The second of the above 
three options is adopted here, mainly because 
splitting the record into sections as short as 

five years seems dangerous in the context of 
interannual variability (e.g., Fig. 9).

Figure 10 shows a revised Museum 
mass curve and residuals analysis using the  
mid-1892 two-way split. Based on the 
piecewise regression line slopes (945 and 
1049 mm/y), the early and late sections of 
the record need to be adjusted up by 33% 
and 20%, respectively. If the 1892–1897 
section of the record were to be split off and 
analysed separately its adjustment would be 
lower (10%).

Albert Park (September 1909 to present)
The rainfall record for the Albert Park 
enclosure is over 111 years long and has 
several potential homogeneity issues. 
These include reduced site exposure as the 
park matured, disturbance during World  
War II, changes in observing authorities 
after February 1994, and a transition  
from a manual to an automatic rain gauge 
shortly after.

Early 20th century exposure changes
When rainfall observations began in 
Albert Park the enclosure site was relatively 
exposed (Table 1). Although the park was 
laid out much as it is today, most trees were 
immature, except for those along the western 
escarpment that would have provided 
shelter from prevailing southwesterly winds. 
Exposure would have been particularly high 
to the north where the steep bluff overlooking 
the harbour was yet to be sheltered by the 
pohutukawa trees planted below the crest. 
Heightened exposure during this early 
period likely supressed recorded rainfall,  
but the impact would have declined as the 
park matured.

Early 20th century wind speed data 
recorded at the Albert Park observatory 
(Fig. 11) allows us to estimate the size of the 
adjustment required in 1909 and also the 
form of the subsequent decay function as  
the park matured. Over the first half of the 
20th century, estimated wind speed at 2 m 
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Figure 9 – Running 12-month rainfall sums of the end and start of the Museum and Albert 
Park records (respectively), compared to Mt Eden and Onehunga.

Figure 10 – Revised Museum mass curve analysis (raw data), adopting a piecewise regression 
split at the construction of the annex (1883/4–1892/5, 1892/6–1909/8).

height declined by about 1.5 m/s. Assuming 
that the United Kingdom results shown in 
Figure 1 apply to New Zealand, an initial 
estimate of rainfall under-catch at the start of 
the record is about 4% (relative to the latter 

half of the 20th century). The wind speed 
observations in Figure 11 and ratio plots of 
Mt Eden and Onehunga against Albert Park 
(Fig. 12) both suggest an initial ‘plateau’ 
before increasing shelter became effective, 
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although they are inconsistent in terms of 
when the plateau ends – respectively, late and 
early 1910s. The end of 1915 is adopted here 
as a compromise, after which the under-catch 
estimate is reduced using a simple decay 
function (Fig. 11, smooth dotted curve).

Having contemporaneous rainfall records 
(Mt Eden, Onehunga) also permits an 
alternative means of estimating 1909 under-
catch (i.e., the 4% estimate for the plateau). 
These two sites are in close agreement 
(Fig. 9), indicating that they are probably of 
high quality, at least through to mid-1916. 
Collectively, their mean rainfall is 24% 
greater than the Museum record and 12% 
greater than Albert Park (unadjusted data in 

all cases). This tells us that recorded rainfall 
abruptly increased by about 12% when the 
shift to Albert Park happened. The 1909 
adjustment is then the difference between 
this 12% and the full difference between the 
Museum and the mature Albert Park. Based 
on the 20% initial correction estimate for the 
end of the Museum record (previous section), 
an 8% adjustment in 1909 is suggested as 
a first approximation, about double the 
previous estimate based on wind speed data.

An iterative modelling approach was 
used to refine the above (8%) estimate. 
The Museum scaling factor and the 1909 
adjustment were iteratively and conjointly 
optimised to achieve similar Museum and 

Figure 11 – Wind speed-derived estimated adjustment of pre-1970 Albert Park rainfall data. 
The top series is measured wind speed at 7.32 m height (running 5-year mean) from Hessell 
(1980, his Figure 3), but with an apparent double entry for 1944 removed. Known site 
changes and disturbance are shown (“C.S.” is Campbell-Stokes sunshine recorder). The 
second series (open circles) is estimated wind speed at 2 m, assuming a standard logarithmic 
wind profile. It is the 7.32 m height wind speed data multiplied by 0.71, after Allen et al. 
(1998, Eq. 47). The lower series (unconnected dots, right axis) is the estimated under-
measurement of rainfall, relative to ca. 1970, derived from 2 m wind speed and the empirical 
relationship shown in Figure 1 (2.7% decrease per m/s increase in wind speed). The smooth 
dotted line through this series is an initial plateau at 4% to 1915, then is a simple decay 
curve at 5% per year (i.e. 4.0, 3.8, 3.61, 3.43%…).
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Albert Park mean annual rainfalls, and also 
similar ratios to Mt Eden and Onehunga 
before and after the 1909 site change. 
Statistics were calculated using averages 
across complete 12-month blocks (to avoid 
possible seasonal bias) and the form of the 
post-1909 decay function (Fig. 11) was held 
constant (i.e., about half decayed by mid-
1929). Initial values were seeded with the 
20% Museum and 8% 1909 adjustments and 
convergence was halted after nine iterations 
when neither value changed by ±0.1%. At 
this point, estimates for the Museum and 
1909 adjustments were 17.1% and 3.4%, 
respectively. The counter-intuitive decrease 
in the Museum adjustment, given that Albert 
Park was scaled up slightly, is because the 
mass-curve slope estimate of the Museum 
mean is too low, by about 3%.

By 1950 the exposure-related scaling factor 
is reduced to less than 0.6% (~0.6 mm/
month). This is trivial and implies that the 
impact of early 20th century heightened 
exposure had been essentially removed by 
mid-century. Ratios of several fragmentary 
records to Albert Park seem to confirm this 

finding (Fig. 12), with the Mechanics Bay 
result particularly noteworthy. Mechanics Bay 
was a first-class, harbour-side meteorological 
site established to service weather forecasting 
for the flying-boat era and was less than 2 km 
from the Albert Park enclosure. The ratio 
of 0.975 against Albert Park tells us that 
Mechanics Bay recorded 2.5% less rain than 
Albert Park, from which we can infer that 
exposure-related under-catch at Albert Park 
had been reduced to near-zero by the 1950s.

Based on the above, the decay curve was 
truncated at December 1949. Reiterating 
with this truncation applied gave revised 
estimates of 16.9% and 3.2% for the 
Museum and 1909 adjustments, respectively.

1940–1950 site disturbance
The Albert Park observatory was notably 
disturbed in the 1940s (Fowler, 2020). 
During the Second World War the park was 
overgrown, air-raid slit trenches were dug 
right up to the enclosure, and a water reservoir 
was built beside it. Then, in the late 1940s, 
two small trees were removed from within 
20 m of the eastern side of the enclosure.  

Figure 12 – Rainfall ratios of selected sites against Albert Park, calculated on 12-month sums.
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The growth and then removal of these trees 
may explain the V-shaped dip in recorded 
wind speed at about this time (Fig. 11).

The decline in estimated wind speed over 
the 1940s was less than 0.5 m/s (Fig. 11), 
so the expected impact on recorded rainfall 
catch is small (< 2%, assuming 2.7% per m/s). 
 It would probably also have been transient 
– in effect temporarily accelerating the 
reduction in site exposure as Albert Park 
matured. Comparison with other rainfall 
records that span this time period (Fig. 13) 
gives no convincing case for any adjustment 
to the Albert Park record. First, over the war 
years, there is close agreement with other 
sites. Second, although recorded rainfall 
through most of the late 1940s appears to 
be anomalously high, relative to other sites, 
the direction of change is counter-intuitive. 
Removing the two trees would have increased 
exposure, which would be expected to 
decrease recorded catch. In light of this, no 
homogeneity adjustments are considered 
appropriate.

1994–2020 changes to instrumentation and 
observing administration
NZMS closed the Albert Park site at the 
end of February 1994, but both manual and 
automatic rainfall observations continued 
to be collected under the auspices of the 
then Auckland City Council (ACC), 
until Auckland Council (AC) assumed 
responsibility from 14 September 2011. 
It appears that manual rain gauge data 
continued to be collected at the enclosure site 
until 30 June 2000 but the manual rain gauge 
may then have been moved to the depot in 
the south-east corner of the park. Given that 
there is a pronounced inhomogeneity at this 
time3 (Fig. 14) manual data after 30 June 
2000 are not used. The automatic rain gauge 
data also have major homogeneity issues 

during 1994–1998 (Fig. 14). Conveniently, 
the respective inhomogeneities do not 
overlap, so a composite record can be derived 
from the manual gauge to 30 June 2000 and 
the automatic gauge thereafter.

The current AC rainfall observation set-
up is a tipping bucket automatic rain gauge, 
coupled with a 127 mm Octapent storage 
gauge installed with its rim about 300 mm 
above ground surface.4 The latter is used 
to adjust the rainfall amount per bucket-
tip. The storage gauge was installed on 2 
July 2012, cooking oil has been added to 
suppress evaporation loss since 28 January 
2014, and site servicing is every 6–8 weeks  

(C. Coleman, pers. comm., 22 September 
2020). Details of earlier ACC instrumentation 
are less clear. According to monitoring staff, 
AC contracted out the data collection and 
electronic metadata are lacking, but a storage 
gauge was used to adjust the automatic 
rain gauge data (C. Coleman, pers. comm.,  
22 September 2020).

Investigation of homogeneity issues 
after 1994 is problematic, because multiple 
changes happened over a relatively short time 
period. Also, although other rainfall records 
are available for comparison, many rain 
gauge sites closed over the period of interest 
and most of the remaining sites experienced 
their own homogeneity issues, including 
exposure changes and the near-ubiquitous 
shift from manual to automatic recording. 
The Owairaka record shown in Figure 14 is 
one of the few that usefully spans the 1990s, 
but metadata on CliFlo indicate that it 
changed from manual to automatic recording 
at the end of 1994. The solution adopted 
here was to use the manual-only Wapiti Ave 
rainfall record.

Figure 15 shows Albert Park and Wapiti 
Ave double-mass curve linear-regression 
residuals (as in Fig. 5c) with relevant events 

3  The running 12-month rainfall sum does not show this inhomogeneity fully expressed until mid-2001, when summation has 
moved past the last ‘good’ data month.

4  The Octapent storage gauge is similar to the old manual gauge in terms of construction and exposure.
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Figure 13 – Running 12-month rainfall sums 1935–55 for Albert Park and selected sites.

Figure 14 – Running 12-month rainfall sums of recorded Albert Park rainfall, 1990–2003. 
Albert Park 1 is the NZMS manual rain gauge record (to 1994/2). Albert Park 2 is the 
continuation of that record by ACC. Albert Park 3 is the automatic rain gauge record, which 
continues to the present. Owairaka is shown to highlight homogeneity issues (Albert Park 1 
to 1998, Albert Park 2 from mid-2000). Vertical dotted lines show the closure of the official 
NZMS site at the end of February 1994 and the split date used here (30/6/2000) to move 
from manual to automatic rainfall data.
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marked. Bearing in mind that what is 
informative here is changes in slope, slope 
steepness, and whether break-points coincide 
with known change events, Figure 15c 
indicates no significant homogeneity issues. 
The break in slope near the 1994 recording 

authority transition from NZMS to ACC is 
comparable to pre-1994 variability. Moreover, 
the relatively steep negative slope through the 
‘ACC manual’ section of the record indicates 
that Albert Park is accumulating about 
20 mm/y less rainfall (relative to Wapiti Ave) 

Figure 15 – Albert Park vs Wapiti Ave double-mass and regression residuals analysis.  
a) Running 12-month rainfall sums. Labels at the top indicate how the Albert Park record 
has been spliced (no adjustments). Vertical lines (repeated in Panel c) show these splice 
points and two other known operational changes. b) Cumulative sums (solid) with linear 
regression line (dotted). c) Regression residuals. Positive/negative slopes indicate that Albert 
Park is accumulating more/less rainfall (relative to Wapiti Ave) than normal.
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than normal. At less than 0.2% of annual 
rainfall this is trivial. Other changes are 
smaller and even the addition of vegetable oil 
to the storage gauge to suppress evaporation 
seems to have had minimal impact.

Piecewise linear regression of Albert Park 
data against Wapiti Ave (Fig. 16) confirms 

that post-1994 inhomogeneities are minor 
(once the specific issues identified in 
Figure 14 have been resolved). The relation-
ships are remarkably stable and strong, and 
the regression lines are essentially in dis-
tinguishable, so no homogeneity corrections 
are required.

Figure 16 – Albert Park vs Wapiti Ave rainfall for three time periods: NZMS manual rain 
gauge (1975–1994), ACC manual (1994–2000); ACC then AC automatic (2000–2020). 
Linear regression lines and equations are shown for each period, including 95% confidence 
limits for 1975–1994.

Final homogeneity adjustments
Preliminary homogeneity adjustments 
mainly used the slope of the mass-curve 
regression over the full available data range as 
an approximation for mean annual rainfall. 
Final adjustments (Table 2) are based on 
true means over shortened series (multiples 
of 12 months to avoid any seasonal bias). 
Figure 17a shows the final adjustments.

Figure 17 (Panels b, c) shows the results 
of a mass analysis of the homogenised 
monthly rainfall record (cf. Figure 4 analysis 
of raw data). Because the annual means  
of the Barracks, Domain and Museum 

records have been forced to agree with  
Albert Park 1909–1994, rainfall accumulation 
over 1853–1994 is consistent and the 
regression anomalies plot as a straight line. 
The seasonal cycle (high frequency saw-tooth 
pattern), interannual variability (especially 
the mid-1910s drought), and decadal-scale 
variability (1909–2020) are retained. Trend 
lines fitted to the residuals either side of 
1975 highlight an apparent recent multi-
decadal dry period with mean annual rainfall 
about 72 mm (6%) less than for the previous  
120 years (see discussion).
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Table 2 – Final homogeneity adjustments (%). Codes refer to the site (Albert Barracks, Auckland 
Domain, Princes Street Museum, Albert Park) with numbers denoting internal phases (if any). 
The ‘P2’ adjustment gives start and end values for the decay function. Other values are constants. 
Statistics are calculated over multiples of 12-month blocks (‘mean calc.’) to mitigate potential 
seasonal bias but are applied over the full range. The combined adjusted mean for P1, P2 and  
P3 is 1261 mm.

Code
Date range

(full)
Date range
(mean calc.) Raw mean

(mm)
Adj.
(%)

Adj. mean
(mm)

Start End Start End Mths

B 1853/01 1868/08 1853/09 1868/08 180 1142 10.4 1261
D 1868/09 1883/03 1869/04 1883/03 168 1079 16.9 1261

M1 1883/04 1892/08 1883/09 1892/08 108 951 32.6 1261
M2 1892/09 1909/08 1892/09 1909/08 204 1080 16.8 1261
P1 1909/09 1915/12 1910/01 1915/12 72 1096 3.2 1131
P2 1916/01 1949/12 1916/01 1949/12 408 1282 3.2 → 0.6 1302
P3 1950/01 1994/02 1950/03 1994/02 528 1248 0.0 1248
P4 1994/03 2020/07 1994/03 2020/02 312 1205 0.0 1205

Figure 17 – Mass curve and regression residuals analysis (homogenised data).  
a) Final adjustment factors (Table 2). b) Cumulative rainfall for the four sites making up the 
central Auckland rainfall record. Vertical bars mark site-change events, including late 20th 
c. changes in recording authorities. The linear regression line (dotted) is for the full range 
(1853/1–2020/7). c) Regression residuals, with linear trend lines before and after 1975.
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Figure 18 – Impact of homogeneity adjustments on the central Auckland rainfall series. 
a) Running 6-month rainfall sums. b) Running 24-month rainfall sums. Horizontal dotted 
lines in each panel show the overall mean and the minimum value in 2020 (to the end of 
August). Panel b also shows unadjusted data (blue line) for comparison. Smooth LOESS 
curves for both series in Panel b highlight multi-decadal trends (indistinguishable after about 
1940). Arrows below the bottom axis show selected droughts, with labels showing percentage 
deviations from the mean, with values for the unadjusted data if different. The Panel b  
inset shows estimated 10th and 90th percentile error estimates, based on the Albert Park 
section of the record, and vertical lines show record lengths for earlier sections of the record: 
Albert Barracks (B), Domain (D), Museum (M1, M2). The capped bar straddling the  
2020 drought threshold line (1987 mm) at 1870 shows the scale of the error estimates  
(record length of 16 years).

Comparison of time series of running 
24-month rainfall sums for raw and adjusted 
central Auckland rainfall (Fig. 18b) reveals 
the scale of the homogeneity adjustments, 
relative to interannual and decadal-scale 
variability. Twenty-four-month summation 
is used partly for visual clarity, but it is also 
a timescale relevant for drought analysis in 
the context of Auckland’s reticulated urban 
water supply (Firth, 1967). Smooth curves 
are LOESS filters fitted to show longer-term 
trends and the notable dip in the last few 

decades is the apparent 72 mm reduction in 
mean annual rainfall previously mentioned. 
Horizontal dotted lines in Figure 18b show 
mean adjusted 24-month rainfall (2522 mm) 
and the running 24-month rainfall sum 
(1987 mm) at the end of June 2020, in the 
midst of a significant drought. The number 
of times 24-month rainfall has previously 
been less than 1987 mm can be used to 
calculate a simple approximation of the 
return period of the 2020 drought (bearing 
in mind that it had not terminated at the end 
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of June). It is clear from Figure 18b that late 
19th century homogeneity adjustments have 
a significant impact on any such assessment. 
This is most pronounced in the case of the 
Museum record, where two apparent extreme 
droughts in the raw data become relatively 
inconsequential in the adjusted series.

Discussion
Based on reconstruction of site histories, and 
the Hessell (1988) assertion that the Museum 
record needs to be scaled up by about 20% 
to account for exposure-related under-
measurement of rainfall, Fowler (2021) 
hypothesised adjustments required to produce 
a quasi-homogenous central Auckland 
rainfall record (Fig. 3). Empirical analysis 
here indicates that the hypothesised pattern 
is broadly correct (Fig. 17a), especially the 
significant upwards adjustment required for 
the first six decades (1853–1909), although 
the final form is simpler. It proved infeasible 
to investigate potential inhomogeneities 
with the detail hypothesised for the first few 
decades, because paired-site analysis was not 
possible before 1905 and because some of 
the proposed section lengths are too short 
for meaningful statistical analysis. It follows 
that the adjusted record likely retains residual 
short-term inhomogeneities. Also noteworthy 
is the fact that the adjustment to the early 
section of the Albert Park record as the park 
matured is one-third of that hypothesised 
(‘Pa’ in Fig. 3). No evidence was found for 
the proposed inhomogeneity associated with 
the transition from a manual to an automatic 
rain gauge (‘Pe’ in Fig. 3).

The adjusted time series underpinning 
Figure 18 is a best estimate only. The very 
obvious inhomogeneities for the first six 
decades (Fig. 4) have been ‘removed’ but, 
because no other sites are available to 
compare to, this was done by essentially 
forcing the annual means of the various 
subsections of data up to 1909 to agree with 

Albert Park 1909–1994 (Fig. 17). However, 
it is clear from the regression residuals plot 
(Fig. 17c) that there are decadal-scale periods 
of systematic departure in rainfall amounts 
that are comparable in length to the adjusted 
subsections. For example, the slope of the 
regression residuals for the 20 years 1952–
1971 (67 mm/y) indicates that mean annual 
rainfall was about 5% higher than the full-
range average. The following 20 years has a 
similar negative slope. Because the true mean 
of an adjusted data subsection may actually 
be from a similar wet or dry period, it follows 
that the adjustment factors (Fig. 17a) have an 
associated error term.

If we assume that the September 1909 to 
July 2020 Albert Park record is homogenous, 
we can use it to estimate error in the adjusted 
Albert Barracks, Domain and Museum data. 
Consider the case of the ca. 16-year Albert 
Barracks record. There are 1140 (overlapping) 
blocks of 192 months (16 years) in the Albert 
Park record. Calculating mean annual rainfall 
for each of these gives a frequency distribution 
representing variability for 192 months 
and the 10th and 90th percentiles provide 
an estimate of the 80% confidence limits 
(±5.4%). Repeating this for different block 
lengths gives the error relationship shown in 
Figure 18b (inset). For Albert Barracks, the 
Domain and the late Museum (M2) records, 
similar record lengths give 80% confidence 
limits of ±5.2% to ±5.7%. Estimated error 
(±6.6%) is larger for the shorter early 
Museum record (M1). Accounting for error 
means that several late 19th century droughts 
plausibly break the 2020 drought threshold 
(1987 mm, Fig. 18b).

The derived adjustment of 3.2% at the 
start of the Albert Park record is lower than 
hypothesised (10%, Fig. 3), the latter based 
on comparison of old photographs of the 
Barracks site with those of Albert Park in 
1909 (Fowler, 2021). It is not clear from those 
photos which of the sites was more exposed, 
with the Barracks sheltered to some extent by 
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buildings, walls and houses, and Albert Park 
by trees and the instrumental enclosure. The 
results presented here suggest that the Albert 
Park instrumental enclosure was much less 
exposed, although that assessment depends to 
some extent on the implicit presumption that 
mean annual rainfall over the last 17 years 
of the Museum record was similar to Albert 
Park (1909–1994). This early part of the 
Albert Park record is particularly important 
because the decade of the 1910s includes 
the largest drought and largest deluge in the 
central Auckland series (Fig. 18). The former 
was used as the drought of record in mid-
20th century urban water resource planning 
(Firth, 1967) and no conceivable variation to 
the 3.2% adjustment will change that.

Making sense of the Albert Park record 
after the closure of the official NZMS 
site in early 1994 is complicated because 
administrative changes coincided with the 
closure of several other long-term sites and 
also the general transition from manual to 
automatic recording. It was possible to splice 
together a composite record and comparison 
with the neighbouring unofficial Wapiti 
Ave data indicates that it is of high quality 
(Figs. 15 and 16). Moreover, the Albert Park 
record appears not to be significantly affected 
by the manual to automatic rain gauge 
transition, probably because the automatic 
rain gauge data have been corrected using a 
volumetric check gauge. If this is true, then 
the 6% decline in recorded rainfall since the 
1970s represents a real multi-decadal shift in 
Auckland’s rainfall regime. This is consistent 
with the statistically significant declining 
trends in rainfall (1979–2006) found by 
Ummenhofer et al. (2009). Interestingly, the 
decline largely coincides with a trend towards 
more southerly winds over New Zealand in 
the latter half of the 20th century (Dean and 
Stott, 2009).

Part of the motivation for this study was to 
place Auckland’s 2020 drought in historical 
context, especially for durations relevant 

to the urban reticulated water supply. For 
durations of a few months the drought was 
undoubtedly extreme. For instance, the six-
month rainfall total to the end of April 2020 
(191 mm) was 30% of the long-term mean 
and the lowest on record (Fig. 18a). However, 
the drought was less exceptional for longer 
durations. For 24 months there were five 
other comparable droughts in the mid-to-late 
20th century, plus a much more substantial 
drought in the mid-1910s (Fig. 18b). One 
drought in the late 19th century was also 
comparable, and others are contenders if 
uncertainties are accounted for. An important 
caveat to this sort of interpretation is that 
hydrological drought is not solely the product 
of rainfall deficits. Auckland has warmed 
by about 1°C since the late 1800s and an 
increase in potential evaporation is likely 
(depending on coeval changes in humidity 
and wind speed). If so, it is plausible that 
the 2020 drought was hydrologically more 
severe than earlier droughts with similar 
rainfall deficits. Further research to explore 
the implications for drought return period 
analysis is warranted. 

Conclusions
Rain gauges systematically under-measure 
rainfall. How much so depends primarily on 
the windiness the gauge experiences, which 
in turn is mainly influenced by regional-
scale windiness and the site’s exposure to it 
(i.e., elevation and shelter). Changing the 
location of a rain gauge or the character of 
its surroundings may introduce significant 
inhomogeneities into the rainfall record, 
which must be removed before the record 
can be used to explore, say, the history of 
drought.

Inhomogeneities in the central Auckland 
rainfall data series are consistent with 
theoretical expectations based on known rain 
gauge exposure changes. The only significant 
adjustments made to the record as a result of 
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this analysis are for the period prior to the 
movement of the meteorological observatory 
to Albert Park in 1909. The adjustments have 
a major impact on the apparent frequency and 
severity of droughts in the late 1800s. Note, 
though, that the derived time series is a best 
estimate only. Because there are no other local 
rainfall records prior to 1905 that are presently 
reported, the adjustments made assume that 
the early records (or part-records) have the 
same mean annual rainfall as Albert Park. 
Decadal-scale variability adds uncertainty to 
this approach (based on variability within the 
long Albert Park series) but centennial-scale 
changes cannot be addressed. Sub-decadal-
scale inhomogeneities are not resolvable from 
interannual variability, apart from gross errors 
associated with bad data (Fig. 14).

Further refinement of the central 
Auckland rainfall record is achievable. First, 
it is possible that additional early rainfall 
records may be found, which would allow 
much more powerful paired-site analysis 
to be applied to one or more of the Albert 
Barracks, Domain and Museum sites. 
Newspaper articles indicate that additional 
data were available at various times5 and it 
is possible that unofficial records similar to 
the Wapiti Ave data set may surface in future. 
Second, there is considerable scope for 
applying additional analytical methods. For 
example, seasonal differences in adjustment 
factors warrants investigation and there is 
potential for the Albert Park record to be 
analysed down to daily resolution, including 
investigation of co-occurring wind speed and 
direction. Third, the issue of inhomogeneity 
introduced into the rainfall record 
through the automation of meteorological 
observations should be directly addressed 

by paired manual vs. automatic rain gauge 
experiments. This particular issue was 
circumvented here because the AC rain gauge 
network uses paired storage check gauges; 
however, this is not the case for either NIWA 
or NZMS weather stations, which mostly 
rely on an automatic rain gauge only.

The aim of this study was to produce 
a homogenous rainfall record for central 
Auckland. Given the caveats expressed above, 
and the scope for further improvement, 
what has been produced here is perhaps best 
described as a preliminary quasi-homogenous 
rainfall record. From this, it appears that 
the 2020 drought was the most severe on 
record for durations of about six months, 
and therefore understandably devastating 
for agriculture and for those dependant 
on household water tanks. However, the 
drought’s significance declines as duration 
increases. For a 24-month duration, there 
have been three comparable droughts in the 
last 50 years and the mid-1910s drought was 
much more significant (32% less rainfall than 
the long-term 24-month mean vs. 21% for 
2020). Assuming 24 months is the duration 
most relevant to Auckland’s urban water 
supply planning, the 2020 drought is ranked 
amongst the top eight in the last 167 years, 
giving it a return period of less than 25 years.
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